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Technical Bulletin

COMPUTERIZED STENCIL CUTTING

SC-5E Electronic Stencil Machine

The SCM-5E Stencil Machine is the most advanced cutting system sold at a price lower than that of a Jumbo Manual Stencil
Machine. The SCM-5E Stencil Machine will cut 1/4” characters and larger. The unique knife saving technology, extra wide 28”
bed and the easy to use 7.1 Stencil-CAD software makes this machine the best in its class. The SCM-5E Stencil Machine can
cut all types of media including .010 thick stencil board, .015 thick stencil board, Ultra-Cut material, magentic material and a
various selection of vinyl.

POLY NT is a .004” thick clear polyester film without adhesive which adheres to the backing sheet by a means of a static
treatment.  Standard packaging:  13.5” x 100’ per roll - 1 roll per package.

ULTRA-CUT is a .008” thick white polyethylene film, coated with a reusable adhesive which enables you to reposition the
stencil as necessary.  This strong, durable material conforms to cylindrical surfaces such as pipes & drums.  A clay coating
makes this material impervious to stencil inks, while the special adhesive makes them easy to remove and reuse.  Standard
packaging:  22.5” x 100’ per roll - 2 rolls per package.

MAGNETIC VINYL is a .015” thick magnetic vinyl ideal for ferrous materials to allow for hands free marking.  Impervious to
most inks and paints this material is perfect for stenciling on drums, transformers, ammunition, etc.  Standard packaging:  24”
x 25’ per roll - 1 roll per package.

The new Stencil-CAD 7.1 software offers the user a “WYSIWYG” (what you see is what you get) program. Stencil-CAD 7.1
includes hundreds of fonts, clip art pictures, shipping symbols and international fonts. Import files from many Windows based
programs including CAD and Corel Draw.  Stencil-CAD requires a PC with Windows98 or higher operating system.

OIL BOARD is a high density paper which is impregnated with linseed oil and cured to make it resistant to stencil inks.
Standard packaging:  .010 Thick 20” x 100’ per roll - 2 rolls per package, .010 Thick 12” X 24”  sheets - 50 lb. package and
.010 Thick 24” x 36” sheets - 50 lb. package.

ALL KITS INCLUDE CUTTER, STAND, CABLES, MANUALS FOR SET UP, STENCILCAD BASIC SOFTWARE,
TWO 60 DEGREE CUTTING BLADES AND CUTTING MEDIA.

Model Shown:  SCM-5E
Shown with Oil Board


